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Note to: A. Bournia

From: J. Gray

SUBJECT: LASALLE 1 TECH. SPEC. CHANGES TO CONFORM TO LASALLE 2 LICENSE

DELD has been asked to concur in a proposed notice of amendment for LaSalle 1

involving some 53 separate multipart changes to Tech. Specs in order to

conform LaSalle 1 requirements to those for LaSalle 2. While this is a

fairly substantial amendment in terms of number of changes, I think the

proposed notice is fine as to format and approach in handling such a large

number of changes. I do have problems, however, with the descriptions of

the changes and with the bases for the proposed NSHC finding for a limited-
)

number of the changes.

A. Description of Changes

!

Generally, the descriptions of the changes in the proposed notice are not

very meaningful and, I believe, not adequate to put the public'on notice as

to what is being proposed. Rather than send this package back with a

request that you provide better descriptions, however, I have attempted.

to modify your proposed descriptions for each of the 53 items involved in the

amendment. I came up with the additional descriptive language on the

marked-up notice from examining both the Licensee's discussion of NSHC for

each change and the marked up Tech. Spec. changes submitted by the

Licensee. ,You should check my suggested additional descriptive language on
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the marked-up notice to assure that it is technically accurate. If it is, I

believe the marked-up notice would then provide an adequate description of

the proposed changes. '

B. Bases for Proposed NSHC Finding

Generally the bases for the proposed NSHC findings appear adequate with the

following exceptions.

Item 35. You have stated that all of the changes under item 35 are

purely administrative non-substantive changes encompassed by the

Commission's example (1). While the deletion of the Tech. Spec.

7- footnote on testing falls in' this category (since the one-time tests

have been completed), deleting calibration and valve position require-

;nents for the Pain Turbine Bypass system and the change of conditions

under which that system must be operable certainly appear to be sub-

stantive changes and not mere adminstrative correction of typos,

deletion of conditions already satisfied etc. You must either provide

some sound reasons why these portions of item 35 are strictly adminis-

trative non-substantive changes or provide some other bases for finding
'

NSHC for these particular changes.

Item 38. This change, revising the items of equipment needed for the
,

Unit 2, Division 1 AC electrical system, does not, on its face, appear _

to be a non-substantive administrative change. Again, you need to

.
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provide some reason why this is a purely administrative, non-substantive
.

change or provide some other basis for a NSHC finding for this change.

Item 51. This change would substitute a new shift manning table for

Unit I and, in the process, allow one person simultaneously-to fulfill

a position for both Unit I and Unit 2. Under the existing shift manning

table, that one person could only fulfill a position for Unit I at any

one time. This does not appear to be a purely adminstrative non-sub-

stantive change as you suggest. Thus, I believe you need to provide

some W3tional explanation as to why this is purely an adminstrative

cFange or give some other reason for NSHC. If, for example, the proposed

r.ew shift manning complies with the shift manning requirements of the

) regulations for 2 unit opera' tion (see,-e.g., 10 CFR $ 50.54(m)), then

this change might fall within Commission example (vi)).
,

Item 46. The proposed elimination of the requirement to sample for P32

does not appear to be a strictly administr ative, non-substantive change

(unless the inclusion of P32 sampling was actually a mistake and never

intended). On this item, I believe you need to provide some other

basis for NSHC. Is this change encompassed by the Commission's example

(vi )T.
'

.
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Item 47. The proposed relaxation of the Iodine analyses really does

appear to be substantive and not just a minor, non-substantive

administrative change. Your basis for NSHC 'on this item is inadequate.

It is possible that this change is encompassed by Commission example

(vi) but you would have to demonstrate that. If you can't, I believe

you could make a NSHC finding based on the criteria of 10 CFR 9 50.92

since, according to the Licensee's application, there are other

equivalent indicators of Iodine activity. levels in the circumstances in

which Iodine analysis would be relaxed so that this change actually

would not eliminate any necessary or useful analysis.

Item 34. This change would eliminate the table of safety-related

6- snubbers in its entirety and' possibly would change snubber surveillance

requirements and operability criteria (I can't tell on the latter). On

~

its face, such change appears to be substantive and not merely editorial.

On this item, you either need to show that this is a purely adminstra-

tive change (if, for example, this is nothino more than a change in

format, with no change at all in acceptance criteria, testing criteria

etc., that should be explicitly stated in the description of Item 34 to

make it clear it's an editorial change) or provide some other basis for
.

NSHC (possibly Commission example (vi)).

'

|*.

Item 30.

(a) Change 30(a), which apparently would eliminate an action state-

ment for certain PCIS valves, does not obviously constitute imposition

.
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of a more restrictive requirement as you indicate. You need either to
,

provide a very clear explanation as to why this change is more restric-

tive or provide some other basis for a NSHC finding.

(b) Change 30(c), which would delete certain valves from the containment

isolation valve list, does not obviously constitute imposition of a more

restrictive requirement as you indicate. You need either to provide a

very clear explanation as to why this.is more restrictive or provide some

other basis for a NSHC finding (for example, if inclusion of these valves

in the list was a mistake and the-valves never had been relied'upon,

intended or needed as containment isolation valves, then this change

might be correction of an inadvertant error and fall within example (i)).

t

(c) Change 30(d), which would add a valve to the containment isolation

valve list, apparently because the valve was inadvertantly omitted from

the list. It appears that this change would more appropriately fall

under Commission example (i) rather than (vi) if, in fact, it is to

correct an inadvertant omission.

.
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With noted modifications to the discriptions of the changes, verified by

you, and tetter bases for the NSHC finding for the items noted above, I

would be prepared to concur in a proposed notice bn this amendment.

. . Gray
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